CHAPTER VI
the greek states in the dark age
ID Y about 950 at latest the Migrations were over and the
•^ map of historic Greece had taken its shape. In all
Peloponnesos, only Arkadia remains unconquered. All
round her, along the coasts, appear what are conveniently
called the " conquest dialects "—the Doric of Sparta and
Lakonia, Messene, Argos and the north-east, and the similar
speech of the Achaians of the north coastal strip and of the
men of Elis or, as they called it, Walis, the Hollow Vale.
Dorians, too, " hall-marked" as such by their division
into the three tribes, Hylleis, Pamphyloi, Dymanes, character-
istic of every Dorian community, occupied the adjacent
islands, Melos and Thera ; the inhabitants believed that they
had come from Lakonia,1 as did the men of Lyktos 2 in Crete.
The Dorians of many other Cretan cities said that their
ancestors came from Argos, or from Northern Greece by
sea 3 (as did the Dorians of Corinth 4), while those of Rhodes
and Kos, with Knidos and Halikarnassos on the neighbouring
Asiatic mainland, traced their descent from men of Argolis.5
Only at Praisos in Crete remained a population of " True-
Cretans ",6 un-Dorized and un-Hellenized, using in historic
times, as three famous inscriptions show, the Greek alphabet,
to write a language that has not yet been satisfactorily
interpreted as Greek in spite of much ingenuity, and is
probably pre-Hellenic.7
1	Melos, Hdt. viii, 48 ; Thk. v, 84 ; Thera, Hdt. iv, 147-8.
2	Ar., Politics, ii, 1271&.	3 Str. x, 475,479.
4	Thk. iv, 42, ef. Ar. ap. Phot. Lexicon, p. 594 (= frag. 143 Muller).
5	Rhodes, Thk. vii, 57 (from Argos); ef. 11. ii, 653 ff.;   Kos, Hdt. vii, 99
(Epidauros);    Knidos,   Str.   xiv,   653   (or from  Lakonia,   Hdt.   i,   174);
Hahkarnassos, Hdt. vii, 99 (Troizen). Cf. II, ii, 676-9. on early Herakleids—
the two sons of Thessalos (!) in these waters.
« Hdt. vii, 170.
7 Walker (Three Inscriptions from Crete, Monaco, 1925) tries to interpret
these as primitive Greek, but has not carried general conviction.
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